
THE LEGENDARY BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG IN THE KILLER ANGELS A

NOVEL BY MICHAEL SHAARA

Since then, Shaara's son Jeff has written two more Civil War novels that detail within the Battle of Gettysburg, such as
the legendary fighting on Little Round Top liquid retelling of the Battle of Gettysburg, Michael Shaara's The Killer Angels.

Telling each chapter from the perspective of a different player in the War Between the States - Buford, Hill,
Lee, Chamberlain, and others - Shaara weaves military strategy with vivid characterization and historical fact
to create one of the most highly acclaimed accounts of the Civil War. Shaara describes the true crisis of
consciousness these officers were facing. Every action and decision was made with the intention of being
heroic and as honorable as possible. Brilliant historical narrative with just enough fiction to allow the author to
"get inside the mind's" of the men who were there. By invading, Lee put himself in a position to move toward
Washington, D. In , The Killer Angels was published. He was a school teacher by trade, a professor at
Bowdoin before the war broke out. It was a major Union victory, which at the time was rare. Throughout the
book, Honor was a concept that remained important to members of the armies, regardless of whether they
were supporting the Union or the Confederacy. Lee, a Confederate General, was looking to start offensive
tactics and take the fighting into the North. The slasher film typically involves a killer who stalks and
graphically murders a series. In his early life he was an amateur boxer and a police officer. General Stuart had
failed to keep communication between him and the rest of the Confederate Army. At Thoroughfare Gap he
had held against Longstreet, 3, men against 25,, for six hours, sending off appeal after appeal for help which
never came. But due to a series of problems, the Confederates were forced to retreat from Gettysburg with
terrible losses and never again would move into Union territory. First, the actions of Chamberlain and the 20th
Maine Infantry on Little Round Top have achieved enormous public awareness. What evidence does he
present to make his point? Shaara died of a heart attack in  While teaching at Florida State he continued to
write various fiction novels. What if the Confederate's had occupied Big Round Top when they had the
chance? Most of them had fought together in the Mexican-American war, went to West Point together, drank
together, and had been united as one before this war where politics forced them to choose sides against the
friends they had once fought with. Michael Shaara shows the location of each army by using a series of maps
throughout the novel. Army War College, the U. And I was wrong. Every time the situation changes in the
slightest, there's a new map to help explain things. Even if you know absolutely nothing about this war, you
can still read and understand everything that is portrayed. Another connection made between U.


